ABSTRACT. The Hausdorff dimension of a set in R is usually defined by considering countable coverings of the set by general intervals. In this note we establish sufficient conditions under which coverings whose members are restricted to a particular family g of intervals will produce the same value for dimension. 
where lj is an interval in R and d (lj) denotes the diameter of lj. It is easy to see that the value of H (E is unchanged when the coverings of E are restricted to lacing closed intervals. (It will be convenient for us to consider only closed intervals in Section 2.) It is well known that there exists a unique point s0 such that H(E )= for s<s and H(E )= 0 for s>s 0. This value s is called the Hausdorff dimension of E (denoted by dim(E )).
In actually computing the dimension of a set it is rcquently useful to be able to consider only coverings from a restricted family of intervals. In [1] Besicovitch established that coverings by dyadic intervals (i.e. intervals of the form [j 2 (j + 1)2 )) produce the same dimension for sets. Billingsley [2] extended this result to r-adic intervals where r _>2 is some positive integer. However in [3] Billingsley remarked that he knew of no general conditions on interval families which would guarantee preservation of the correct dimension value for all sets. We address this problem in Section 2.
COVERING RESULTS.
Let F C_ R be a closed interval. A collection g of intervals is a Vitali coveting of F if for each e>0 and each x eF there exists ! eg such that x d and d (I)<e. If 
We will say that a bounded Vitali covering of F is open if, for each x eF, the sequence {lj (x)}j can be chosen so that x d(x for each j (where lj(x denotes the interior of I (x)). 
Hence we conclude
, 
It is osy to tt (3.2) implies the diameter of ch n ylinder s to zero n and forc S to a fite t.
We now ed to the mn result. [5] , [6] , [7] ) by obtaining the so-called "similarity dimension", the following set is only self-similar in a limiting sense. (It can be partitioned as a countably infinite union of similitudes.) For each n take k 5, and for n even set d,o=dn=dn,=ct and dn,t=dn,a=a (where a>O, a>O satisfy 3a+2a 1) while for n odd set d,,,t=d,3=# and d,0=d,2=d,4=b (where >0, b>O satisfy 2+3b 1.) We set St={1,3}, allowing only "1" or "3" to be selected at the first stage. Letting S, (i) denote the allowable digits at the n m stage given that "i" is selected at the (n-l) th stage, we use the rules S(O)= {1), S(1) {0,2}, S,, (2) {1,3}, S (3) {2,4}, and Sn (4) {3}. (These rules correspond to the permissible moves in a random walk on {0,1,2,3,4} with reflecting barriers at 0 and 4.) We will show the resulting Cantor set C {x II (x )S and 1 (x)Sn (In_t(x)) for each n has dimension log 1/3 / log aB. Construct a Markov probability rule on the n -cylinders according to the initial distribution p t(1) p t (3) 
